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Abstract. In recent years, information sharing has gained much benefit
by the large diffusion of distributed computing, namely through P2P
systems and, in line with the Semantic Web vision, through Peer Data
Management Systems (PDMSs). In a PDMS scenario one of the most
difficult challenges is query routing, i.e. the capability of selecting small
subsets of semantically relevant peers to forward a query to.

In this paper, we put the Semantic Routing Index (SRI) distributed
mechanism we proposed in [6] at work. In particular, we present gen-
eral SRI-based query execution models, designed around different per-
formance priorities and minimizing the information spanning over the
network. Starting from these models, we devise several SRI-enabled rout-
ing policies, characterized by different effectiveness and efficiency targets,
and we deeply test them in ad-hoc PDMS simulation environments.

1 Introduction

In recent years, information sharing has gained much benefit by the large dif-
fusion of distributed computing, namely through the flourishing of Peer-to-Peer
systems [1]. On the other hand, in line with the Semantic Web vision, the stronger
and stronger need of adding semantic value to the data has emerged. In this view,
Peer Data Management Systems (PDMSs) have been introduced as a solution to
the problem of large-scale sharing of semantically rich data [5]. In a PDMS, each
peer is enriched with a schema (involving a set of concepts and relations among
them) representing the peer’s domain of interests, and semantic mappings are
locally established between peer’s schemas. In order to query a peer, its own
schema is used for query formulation, and query answers can come from any
peer in the network that is connected through a semantic path of mappings [10].

In such a distributed scenario a key challenge is query routing, i.e. the capa-
bility of selecting a small subset of relevant peers to forward a query to. Let us
consider, for instance, the sample scenario of a portion of network represented
in Figure1(a). It is a PDMS organized in Semantic Overlay Networks (SONs) [4]
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Fig. 1. The reference example

where peers of the same color belong to the same SON. In the SON paradigm,
nodes with semantically similar contents are clustered together in order to im-
prove data retrieval performances. Let us suppose that a user asks Peer1 for the
concept “singer”. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a plausible set of pairwise
and one-to-one mappings which can be defined from the queried concept (e.g.
“singer” is mapped to the Peer2’s concept “vocalist” which, in turn, is mapped
to the Peer4’s concept “rock singer”). In such a scenario, devising routing poli-
cies which are able to exploit the semantic closeness among concepts in order to
find the best paths for query forwarding is a fundamental issue. Indeed, notice
that a random mechanism could propagate the query to Peer5 and thus ask
for “sportsman” which is semantically dissimilar from “singer”. On the other
hand, a routing strategy limiting itself only to the neighboring peer mappings
would prove inadequate in many cases. For instance, though “vocalist” is the
corresponding concept for both Peer2 and Peer3 which thus appear equivalent
for query forwarding, the path originating at Peer2 is indeed much better, since
Peer3’s subnetwork includes the Peer6’s concept “actor”. Therefore, some kind of
information about the relevance of the whole semantic paths should be available
in the network, maintained up-to-date, and easily accessible for query routing
purposes. To this end, in [6], [7] we proposed a PDMS architecture where each
peer maintains a Semantic Routing Index (SRI) which summarizes, for each
concept of its schema, the semantic approximation “skills” of the subnetworks
reachable from its neighbors, and thus gives a hint of the relevance of the data
which can be reached in each path. A portion of the Peer1’s SRI is shown in
Figure 1(b).

With SRI at the PDMS’s disposal, different routing strategies may be con-
sidered, each having effectiveness, efficiency or a trade-off between the two as its
priority. For instance, coming back to our example, once the query has reached
Peer2, two choices are possible: (a) Going on towards Peer4 which is the nearest
unvisited peer (efficient strategy, the main objective being to minimize the query
path); (b) navigating the way to Peer3, as it provides information more related
to the queried concept (effective strategy, maximizing the relevance of the re-
trieved results). In this paper, we present two general SRI-based query execution
models, designed around the two different performance priorities, efficiency and
effectiveness. Both models are devised in a distributed manner through a proto-
col of message exchange, thus trying to minimize the information spanning over



the network. Starting from these models, we devise several SRI-enabled routing
policies (Section 3). Then, we deeply test the proposed approaches in complex
PDMS simulation environments (Section 4). Finally, Section 5 relates our work
to other approaches in the literature and concludes the paper.

2 Semantic Routing Indices

In our PDMS reference scenario each peer p stores local data, modelled upon a
local schema S that describes its semantic contents, and it is connected through
semantic mappings to some other neighboring peers pj . Each of these semantic
mappings Mpj defines how to represent p’s schema (S) in terms of the pj ’ schema
(Sj) vocabulary. In particular, it associates each concept in S to a corresponding
concept in Sj according to a score, denoting the degree of semantic similarity
between the two concepts. Such similarity is a number between 0 (no similarity)
and 1 (identity).

Further, each peer maintains cumulative information summarizing the se-
mantic approximation capabilities w.r.t. its schema of the whole subnetworks
rooted at each of its neighbors. Such information is kept in a local data struc-
ture which we call Semantic Routing Index (SRI). In particular, a peer p having
n neighbors and m concepts in its schema stores an SRI structured as a matrix
with m columns and n + 1 rows, where the first row refers to the knowledge on
the local schema of peer p. Each entry SRI[i][j] of this matrix contains a score
expressing how the j-th concept is semantically approximated by the subnetwork
rooted at the i-th neighbor, i.e. by each semantic path of mappings originated
at pj . For instance, going back to Figure 1, the score 0.8 in the Peer2 row and
the “singer” column is the outcome of the aggregation of the scores associated
to the paths Peer2 and Peer2-Peer4.

A formal definition of semantic mappings and SRIs can be found in [6], where
the fuzzy theoretical framework of our work is presented.

3 SRI-based query processing and routing strategies

Starting from the queried peers, the objective of any query processing mechanism
is to answer requests by navigating the network until a stopping condition is
reached (see Section 4 for a list of stopping conditions). A query is posed on the
schema of the queried peer and is represented as a tuple q = (id, f, sim, t) where:
id is a unique identifier for the query; f is a formula of predicates specifying the
query conditions and combined through logical connectives; sim is the semantic
approximation associated with the semantic path the query is following, i.e. the
accumulated approximation given by the traversal of semantic mappings between
peers’ schemas; t is an optional relevance threshold. When t is set, those path
whose relevance sim is smaller than t are not considered for query forwarding.

3.1 Query execution models

Query execution can be performed following different strategies, according to
two main families of navigation policies: The Depth First (DF ) query execution



model, which pursues efficiency as its objective, and the Global (G), or Goal-
based model, which is designed for effectiveness. Both approaches are devised
in a distributed manner through a protocol of message exchange, thus trying
to minimize the information spanning over the network. For both models we
experienced various routing strategies, which will be the subject of the next
sections. In general, the models work in the following way: Starting from the
queried node, a peer p, univocally identified as p.ID, receives query q and a list
L of already visited nodes from the calling peer C through an “execute” message.
Then, it performs the following steps: 1. Accesses its local repository for query
results; 2. decides a neighbor Next among the unqueried ones which forward
the query to; 3. reformulates the query q into qNext for the chosen peer, using
the semantic mappings MNext towards it; 4. forwards the query qNext to the
neighbor Next and waits for a finite response from it. In order to accomplish
the forwarding step, the semantic information stored at the peer’s SRI is used to
rank the neighbors, thus also taking into account the semantic relevance of results
which are likely to be retrieved from their own subnetworks. In particular, in
order to limit the query path, the DF model only performs a local choice among
the p’s neighbors, whereas the G model adopts a global ranking policy among
the already known and unvisited peers. Once the most promising neighbor has
been chosen, the query q is reformulated (through unfolding [10]) into qNext.
Then, qNext is assigned the semantic approximation value obtained by composing
the semantic approximation obtained so far, i.e. q.sim, and the approximation
for q.f given by the semantic mapping MNext between the current peer and
the neighbor Next, thus instantiating qNext.sim. Finally, the query execution
process can start backtracking, returning the control to the calling peer through
a “restore” message. For this reason, NS, an array of navigation states, one for
each query processed by p, is maintained at each node for query restoring. As
we will see in detail, while the DF model performs backtracking only when a
“blind alley” is reached, the G model constantly exploits it in order to reach
back potentially distant goals.

3.2 The DF query execution model

The DF query execution model provides an SRI-oriented depth first visiting
criteria. The left portion of Figure 2 shows the algorithm in detail. In partic-
ular, once a peer receives an executeDF(q,C,L ) message, step 1 is performed
through localExecution(q,L )), step 2 through lines 01-07, step 3 through
prepareNextQuery(q,qNext) and step 4 through lines 11-15. Notice that only
L “surfs” the network along with the query which, at each step, is locally in-
stantiated on the peer’s dictionary.

As to peer selection (lines 02-05), the evaluation of the semantic relevance of
each neighbor N is performed by combining, according to a fuzzy logic approach,
the similarity values in the SRI’s row associated to N , i.e. SRI[N ], and corre-
sponding to each concept c in the formula q.f : combine(q.f, SRI[N ]). For in-
stance, following our reference example in Figure 1 and dealing conjunction with
the minimum, the combined score for a query on Peer1 towards Peer2 involving
concepts “cd” and “title” connected through AND would be min(0.8, 0.6) = 0.6.



executeDF(q,C,L): 

00 localExecution(q,L); 
01 NeighborList = ∅; 
02 for each neighbor N of p except C 
03   relevance = combine(q.f,SRI[N]); 
04   add (N,relevance) to NeighborList; 
05 PQ = order NeighborList in desc 

     order of relevance; 

 restoreDF(id,L): 

06 do 
07   (Next,relevance) = pop(PQ); 
08   prepareNextQuery(q,qNext); 
09 while (Next not NULL and  

       (Next ∈ L OR qNext.sim <= q.t)); 
10 if (Next is NULL) 
11   delete NS[q.id]; 
12   send message restoreDF(q.id,L) to C; 
13 else 
14   NS[q.id] = (q,PQ,C); 
15   send message executeDF(qNext,p.ID,L) 
              to Next; 

localExecution(q,L): 

00 add p.ID to L; 
01 execute q on local repository; 
02 if (stopping condition is reached) 
03   stop execution 

prepareNextQuery(q,qNext): 

00 qNext.id = q.id;  
01 qNext.f = reformulate(q.f,MNext);  
02 qNext.sim = compose(q.sim,combine 
                (q.f, MNext)); 
03 qNext.t = q.t; 
 
 
 

executeG(q,C,L,GL): 

00 localExecution(q,L); 
01 for each neighbor N of p except C 
02   relevance = fScore(compose(q.sim, 
                      combine(q.f,SRI[N]))); 
03   add (p.ID,N.ID,relevance,true) to GL; 
04   order GL in desc order of relevance; 

restoreG(id,L,GL): 

05 do 
06   NextG = top(GL); 
07 while (NextG not NULL and NextG.active 
         = true and NextG.to ∈ L); 
08 if (NextG is NULL) 
09   stop execution 
10 else if (NextG.active = false  
              OR NextG.relevance <= q.t) 
11   clean(p.ID,GL,NS); 
12   send message restoreG(q.id,L,GL) to C; 
13 else if (NextG.from <> p.ID) 
14   clean(p.ID,GL,NS); 
15   NH = selectNextHop(GL); 
16   send message restoreG(q.id,L,GL) to NH; 
17 else 
18   prepareNextQuery(q,qNextG.to); 
19   NS[q.id] = (q,C); 
20   NextG.active = false; 
21   send message executeG(qNext,p.ID,L,GL) 

      to Next; 

clean(id,GL,NS): 

00 for each goal G in GL 
01   if (G.from = id and G.active = true) 
02     return; 
03   else if (G.to = id)  
04     target = G; 
05 delete target from GL; 
06 delete NS[id]; 
 
 

Fig. 2. Query execution algorithms for “DF” (left) and “G” (right) routing models

The peer produces a list NeighborList and such list is then ordered on the basis
of the peers’ relevance (producing a priority queue PQ, line 05) such that the
top neighbor roots the subnetwork with the best approximation skills. L is used
for cycle detection, i.e. in order to avoid querying the same peer more times (line
09). The forwarding process starts backtracking when the list of unvisited neigh-
bors for the current peer is empty, returning the control to the calling peer (lines
10-12). When a peer receives the message restoreDF(id,L ), it reactivates the
navigation state NS = (q, PQ, C) for the query identifier q.id and then follows
lines 06-15 either to select the next peer which to forward the query to, or to
continue backtracking. Thus, DF progresses by going deeper and deeper until
the stopping condition is verified.

Based on the DF model, we devised the two following routing policies, that
will be tested in depth in Section 4:

– DF policy: the “standard” depth-first policy, straightly implementing the
DF model;

– DFF (Depth-First Fan) policy: a variation of DF, performing depth-first
visit with an added twist. Specifically, at each node, DFF performs a “fan”
by exploring all the neighbors having similarity above threshold t, then it
proceeds in depth to the best subnetwork, as DF does. DFF is an attempt
to enhance DF, as it tries to capture in less hops more answers coming from



short semantic paths and, thus, being potentially more relevant than those
retrieved by DF.

Example 1. Let us consider our reference network and see how a query posed on
Peer1 and involving the concept “singer” would be routed. We use the following
notation: We present the routing sequence of hops as an ordered list, where each
entry N means PeerN is accessed and queried, i.e. 3 stands for Peer3, while (N)
denotes a backtracking hop through PeerN. We consider the navigation until
peers 1 through 4 (the most relevant ones) have been queried. Threshold t is
set to 0. For the DF policy this would be the behavior: 1, 2 (most promising
subnetwork rooted at Peer1), 4, (2), (1), 3. For DFF: 1, 2, (1), 3, (a fan is
performed before exploring the best subnetwork), (1), 5, (1), (2), 4.

3.3 The G query execution model

Along with the DF model, we devised an additional one sharing some common
principles but having effectiveness as its primary goal: The right part of Figure
2 shows the G model in detail. Differently from the DF one, in the G model each
peer chooses the best peer to forward the query to in a “global” way: It does
not limit its choice among the neighbors but it considers all the peers already
“discovered” (i.e. for which a navigation path leading to them has been found)
during network exploration and that have still not been visited. This is mainly
achieved by managing and passing along the network an additional structure,
called Goal List (GL), which is the evolution of DF’s NeighborList (and PQ)
and is a global ordered list of goals. Each goal G contains information useful
for next peer selection. In particular, it represents an arc in the network topol-
ogy, starting from an already queried peer and going to a destination (and still
unvisited) one, and is structured as a quadruple: (G.from, G.to, G.relevance,
G.active), where G.from is the goal’s starting peer, G.to is the goal’s destina-
tion (a neighbor of G.from), G.relevance is the relevance used for ranking and
G.active is a boolean value which is used for G’s logical deletion. As we will see,
inactive goals are used to reconstruct the path to an already queried peer. GL
is always kept ordered on the basis of the goals’ relevances, which are calculated
by means of the fScore() function (line 02). Notice that active goals are al-
ways kept ahead inactive ones in GL’s ordering. Similarly to DF, the fScore()
argument represents the semantic relevance of the goal. However, in this case
the computation is compose(q.sim,combine(q.f, SRI[N]))3, since, differently
from DF, goals must be globally comparable and thus the whole path originating
from the querying peer must be taken into account. Further, as we will see later
in detail, different fScore() functions can be adopted in order to favor different
priorities.

Following algorithm executeG(q,C,L,GL ): Each Peer, after local execution
(line 00), updates GL with the current neighbors’ goals (lines 01-03), orders GL
(line 04) and simply selects the next goal by accessing the top goal (line 06). As
in DF, L is used to avoid cycles (line 07). Then, if NextG starts from the current
3 compose is a fuzzy composition function. Possible choices are the minimum or the

algebraic product; for more details see [6].



peer (this means that the destination peer is a neighbor) query forwarding is
executed similarly to DF (lines 18-21). Instead, if this is not the case (lines 13-
16), the query is sent back one hop at a time to the peer that inserted NextG
in GL. Notice that goals are not directly removed from GL after being selected
at line 06. Instead, they are set as inactive (line 20) (i.e. already visited) before
forwarding the query to their destination peer (line 21). The path to reach a
previously queried peer is obtained through the function selectNextHop(GL )
(line 15), whose code will not be shown in detail for simplicity of presentation;
such function exploits GL inactive goals’ information in order to identify, hop
by hop, the route backtracking to the selected goal. The traversed peers are sent
message restoreG(id,L,GL ). Obviously going back to potentially distant goals
(peers) has a cost in terms of efficiency but always ensures the highest possible
effectiveness, since the most relevant discovered peers are always selected. Notice
that, in this case, backtracking is not limited to the chain of calling peers, since
the selected goal does not necessarily start from one of them.

When, during backtracking, the current peer identifies that all goals starting
from itself have been navigated, it can remove unnecessary information from
NS and GL. These steps are performed through function clean(id,GL,NS ),
invoked by peer with identifier p.ID=id at lines 11 and 14. In particular, the
function removes the navigation state related to q from NS and the goal G
having G.to=p.ID, since the query will not be forwarded again to p. Finally,
going back to main execution, if no more goals are available in GL the execution
is stopped (line 08-09), while, if only inactive goals are left, final backtracking is
executed (lines 10-12).

Based on the G model, we devised two routing policies, which differ on the
basis of the fScore() function and which will be tested and compared to the
DF ones in Section 4:

– G policy: The fScore() function is the identity and, thus, the goals are
selected solely on the basis of their semantic relevance;

– GH (Global Hybrid) policy: This “hybrid” policy chooses goals following
a trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency. This is achieved by intro-
ducing an ad-hoc parameterizable fScore() function, which does not only
consider a goal G’s semantic relevance semRel but also its distance hops
(expressed in number of hops) from the current peer: fScore(semRel) =
semRel/(hops)k, k = 0 . . .∞. By simply adjusting the value of k, the GH
policy can be easily tuned more on efficiency (k → ∞) or on effectiveness
(k → 0).

Example 2. Going back to our reference example, this would be the routing
sequence for the G policy: 1, 2, (1), 3 (since the relevance of the goal to Peer3
is expected to be higher than the one to Peer4), (1), (2), 4.

4 Experiments

We implemented and put into practice the ideas behind our routing mechanisms
in a complete infrastructure, called SUNRISE4 [7], which completely supports
4 System for Unified Network Routing, Indexing and Semantic Exploration
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the construction of a PDMS semantic network and its testing through a dedi-
cated simulation environment. By means of the SUNRISE simulation module,
we were able to reproduce the main conditions characterizing such an environ-
ment without using a real P2P system. Further, we could easily abstract from
network and communication issues, while maintaining full control on the inter-
nal dynamics of the network management. The simulation module is based on
SimJava 2.0, a discrete, event-based, general purpose simulator. Through this
framework we modelled scenarios corresponding to networks of semantic peers,
each with its own schema describing a particular reality. We chose peers be-
longing to different semantic categories, where the schemas of the peers in the
same category describe the same topic from different points of view. As in [10],
the schemas are derived from real world-data sets, collected from many differ-
ent available web sites, such as the DBLP Computer Society Bibliography and
the ACM SIGMOD Record and enlarged with new schemas created by intro-
ducing structural and terminological variations on the original ones. Then, we
distributed these schemas in the network in a clustered way, i.e. the schemas
belonging to the same semantic category are located close to each other. This
reflects realistic scenarios where nodes with semantically similar content are of-
ten clustered together. As to the topology of the semantic network of mappings
connecting the peers, we tested our techniques on different alternatives gener-
ated with the BRITE topology generator tool. The mean size of our networks
was in the order of some hundreds of nodes.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our routing mecha-
nisms, we simulated the querying process by instantiating different queries on
randomly selected peers and propagating them until a stopping condition is
reached. We considered two alternatives: stopping the querying process when
a given number of hops (hops) has been performed and measuring the quality
of the results (satisfaction) or, in a dual way, stopping when a given satisfac-
tion is obtained and measuring the required number of hops. Satisfaction is a
specifically introduced quantity that grows proportionally to the goodness of the
results returned by each queried peer. In particular, it is computed as the sum of
the q.sim values of the traversed peers. In this section, we compare our routing
strategies presented in Section 3 considering two further policies: The Random
(R) one, which moves randomly in the network and corresponds to a baseline,
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and the Global IP-based (GIP) one. The GIP strategy is a variation of the Global
(G) mechanism: A direct connection is established between the current peer and
the peer chosen for the following step, avoiding the hops needed to reach it in the
original network topology. This policy involves the modification of the PDMS
network (the IP addresses of the visited peers are stored and new connections
are created when necessary) and it can not be considered a real P2P strategy,
but it is an interesting upper-bound to be shown. Notice that all the results
we present are computed as a mean on several hundreds of query executions on
several networks.

4.1 Effectiveness and Efficiency Evaluation

We start by studying the effectiveness of the routing strategies with two types
of experiments. For the first one, Figure 3 shows the trend of the obtained satis-
faction when we gradually vary the stopping condition on hops. As we expected,
the Random strategy is outdistanced by the others and the GIP one represents
the upper-bound, since all the available hops are exploited for querying peers
(there are no backtracking hops). Among the others, the G policy shows the best
behavior as it selects for each step the available peer with the higher sim value.
Further, the DFF mechanism is initially less effective than the DF one, since it
uses a large number of hops for performing its “fan” exploration. Nevertheless,
for higher stopping conditions, it becomes increasingly more effective until it
outperforms the DF policy and almost reaches the G one: This is due to the
fact that it visits nearer peers, which have a higher probability to provide better
results. The results for the GH policy are shown in Figure 4, where the trends
for different values of the k parameter are represented. Notice that all the curves
for the GH strategy are included in the area delimited between the G and the
DF ones: The G and DF policies are indeed two particular cases of the GH one,
where only the relevance (for G) or hops (for DF) component is considered, i.e. k
in the formula is set to 0 (for G) or ∞ (for DF). Further, increasing the k value,
the obtained behavior gets closer to the G one, as more importance is given to
the relevance component. The results for the second type of experiments are rep-
resented in Figure 5, where the percentage of satisfied queries (i.e the queries for
which the level of satisfaction given as stopping condition is reached) is shown
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Fig. 7. Mean number of queried peers
given a maximum number of hops
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Fig. 8. Pruning threshold effect on query
satisfaction w.r.t. DF and DFF policies

for different levels of satisfaction. The G policy confirms to be the most effective
one, while the performances of the GH ones decrease with the value of k. As for
the family of the DF strategies, the earlier explained difference between DF and
DFF is even further evidenced.

The results of the experiments aiming at verifying the efficiency of the routing
strategies are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 is the dual perspective of the
situation in Figure 3, since it represents the trend of the number of required hops
for a given satisfaction goal. As in the previous graph, the R and GIP strategies
act as the lower and upper bounds respectively. The G policy is instead the
less efficient one, since at each step it chooses the next peer to visit without
considering the number of hops needed to reach it. As for the GH strategies,
obviously we have that the higher is k the more efficient is the routing policy. It
is interesting to note that also from this efficiency perspective, after the initial
phase, the DFF policy outperforms the DF one.

Figure 7 shows another measure of the efficiency corresponding to the number
of queried peers for a given number of hops: Given a limit of hops, we have in
fact that the more efficient is a policy the lower is the number of useless hops
executed and, thus, the higher is the number of queried peers. Also in this case
the less efficient policy is the G one, while for the GH family higher values of k
led to a higher efficiency. The bad performances of the DFF strategy is due to
the fact that, during “fan” explorations, it uses two hops for each queried peer
(one for reaching it and one for going back), whereas the DF is the best policy
(apart from the bound cases of R and GIP mechanisms) because each hop is
used for querying the neighbor with the highest sim value.

Figure 8 explores the behavior of DF and DFF when a pruning mechanism
involving a non-null q.t threshold is activated. The graph shows, for both routing
strategies, the satisfaction reached for a given hop limit when we vary the pruning
threshold. Notice that when we use a zero threshold, and consequently apply no
pruning mechanism, we obtain the same results presented earlier in the section.
As can be seen, increasing the threshold leads initially to an improvement of
satisfaction for both strategies. However, further increases of the threshold lead
to lower values of satisfaction, signifying that useful subnetworks are pruned.
The value of the optimal pruning threshold obviously depends on many factors,
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however we found out that setting it to 0.1 was a good choice in most tested
settings, as Figure 8 shows.

The graph represented in Figure 9 deepens the study of the behavior of the
GH strategies, showing the trend of satisfaction (continuous lines) and queried
peers (dotted lines) for a given number of hops when we vary the value of k.
As we expected, the higher the value of k, the lower is the obtained satisfaction
and the higher is the number of queried peers. Increasing k we in fact give more
importance to the hops component in the formula and consequently obtain more
efficient but less effective strategies.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the relation between the number of queried peers and
the satisfaction that every policy reaches given a maximum number of hops. In
this way, we are able to visualize how the results obtained by the different policies
position themselves in a combined effectiveness/efficiency plane. As expected, we
observe that the G policy is the most effective one, since its curve is located near
to the satisfaction axis. In contrast, the DF policy appears as the most efficient
one. Moreover, we can see the effect of k in the GH policy: The increasing of k
makes the GH policy more efficient, but less effective. Finally, notice that the
DFF policy can reach satisfaction goals similar to the ones reached by the G
strategy, but in a more efficient way.

5 Related works and concluding remarks

Much research work in the P2P area has studied query routing issues [9], [3],
[2], [8], [11]. Most of these proposals are based on IR-style and machine-learning
techniques [3], [2], [8], [11]. However, all of them provide routing techniques either
assuming distributed indices which are indeed conceptually global [9], [8], or sup-
porting completely decentralized search algorithms which, nevertheless, exploit
information about neighboring peers only. An exception is [3] in which, however,
the authors assume a common vocabulary in the network. Also in a P2P sce-
nario, the work [12] is particularly interesting since, differently from many other
works, it is completely focused on query routing policies’ design and evaluation.
Many of the proposed strategies are mainly designed for efficiency purposes,
such as “iterative deepening” or “directed BFS”, which are completely unaware
of data location among peers. Instead, the “local indices” strategy makes use of



distributed structures which can be configured to index, at each peer, the loca-
tion of data on all surrounding peers. In this case, the indexed peers are not only
limited to neighbors (an indexing radius r can be specified), however the index
size is exponential on r and can not be efficiently maintained for large radii.

As we showed in [6], [7] and through the detailed experiments presented in
Section 4, in order to obtain good routing effectiveness without losing network
dynamism in difficultly maintainable indexing structures, some kind of summa-
rized information about the data available in the neighbors’ rooted subnetworks
should be available: Our SRI framework serves this purpose and the SRI size is,
for each peer, linear on the number of neighbors. Further, w.r.t. the cited ex-
isting approaches, it is also fundamental to note that querying a PDMS is very
different than querying a P2P system: While P2P systems only provide IR-style
keyword search and data indexing, in a PDMS the presence of heterogeneous
schemas at the peers makes the problem of query routing even harder. With
our SRI-enabled query routing policies, we aimed to support query routing in
a PDMS: One key difference with many other approaches is that we enable a
schema-based rather than a key(word)-based search, ranking (subnetworks of)
peers according to the semantic similarity occurring between concepts in the
peers’ schemas. Moreover, the presented query processing models minimize the
information spanning over the network and enable a variety of routing policies
which can be easily selected and tuned in order to obtain the desired trade-off
between effectiveness and efficiency and, thus, satisfy different users’ needs.
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